
School of Mandolin: Basic Chords and
Soloing for Beginners
The mandolin is a beautiful and versatile instrument that can be used to
play a wide variety of music, from classical to bluegrass to folk. If you're
new to the mandolin, this guide will give you the basics you need to start
playing chords and solos.
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Getting Started

Before you can start playing chords and solos, you'll need to learn the
basics of mandolin technique. This includes learning how to hold the
instrument, how to pick the strings, and how to read tablature.

Once you have the basics down, you can start learning chords. Chords are
the foundation of mandolin playing, and they're used to create the harmonic
framework of a song.

Basic Chords
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The most common chords used in mandolin playing are the C, G, D, and A
chords. These chords are relatively easy to learn, and they can be used to
play a wide variety of songs.

Here are the fingerings for the C, G, D, and A chords:

C chord: 032010

G chord: 023203

D chord: xx0232

A chord: 002220

Once you've mastered these basic chords, you can start learning more
advanced chords, such as the E minor, B minor, and F major chords.

Soloing

In addition to chords, you can also play solos on the mandolin. Solos are
improvised melodies that are played over the chord progression of a song.

There are many different techniques that can be used to create solos, such
as scales, arpeggios, and double stops. Scales are a series of notes played
in order, and they can be used to create melodies that move smoothly from
one note to the next.

Arpeggios are chords that are played one note at a time, and they can be
used to create melodies that have a more delicate and ethereal sound.

Double stops are two notes that are played at the same time, and they can
be used to create melodies that have a more complex and interesting



sound.

Practicing

The best way to improve your mandolin playing is to practice regularly. Try
to set aside some time each day to practice, even if it's just for 15 or 30
minutes.

As you practice, focus on the following:

Accuracy: Make sure you're playing the right notes and chords.

Timing: Play in time with the beat of the song.

Tone: Play with a clear and resonant tone.

Creativity: Experiment with different scales, arpeggios, and double
stops to create your own unique solos.

With a little practice, you'll be able to play chords and solos on the
mandolin like a pro. So what are you waiting for? Get started today and see
for yourself how much fun you can have playing this amazing instrument.

Visit the School of Mandolin website for more lessons, resources, and tips
on how to play the mandolin.
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